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Initial framework and its use for task characterization

Extract of the initial framework used for characterizing the slamming door experiment:

(based on a literature review [e.g. 2 & 12-15] and the reflection of existing lab courses)
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Motivation for digital lab tasks The EU project DigiPhysLab

Piloting results for the slamming door experiment Outlook

• Evidence shows significant discrepancy between learning objectives [c.f. 1 & 2] and

outcomes [e.g. 3 & 4] of physics laboratory courses - with multiple causes:

➢ Instructional, cf. cookbook-styled instructions impeding students’ engagement [3]

➢ Learner-related, e.g. low motivation [4]

➢ Content-related, i.e. inherent difficulties by e.g. multiple representations [5]

• Covid-19 pandemic with huge impact on university teaching especially in lab courses [6]

• Necessity of remote learning settings with opportunities for first hand data collection [7]

• Digital technologies allow inexpensive, conducive to understanding, and motivating data

collection and analysis [8-10]

→ Need for effective lab tasks for distance and on-campus learning which bridge the gap

between objectives, outcomes, and pandemic circumstances by utilizing digital technologies.

• Cooperation between the Universities of Göttingen (DE), Jyväskylä (FI) & Zagreb (HR)

• Co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union (03/21-02/23)

• Main project objectives:

1. Development of a framework about design principles for experimental tasks (derived from

a literature review and a reflection of lab concepts)

2. Production & evaluation of 15 competence-centred, digital lab tasks for remote learning

➢ Standing alone physical experimental tasks (independent from a specific lab concept)

➢ Including data collection & analysis using digital technologies

➢ Conduction possible in on-campus and remote learning scenarios (e.g. by the use of

household items or open-source computer programmes)

➢ Target group: mainly physics & physics teacher training students in study entry phase

Example for an experimental task: the slamming door

• Pilots with 14 teacher training students (2nd – 3rd master semester), divided into 5 groups

• Obligatory preparing task (reading the paper & software installation) + experiment day of 2h

• Students had difficulties with data analysis & use of the given criteria for choosing a model

• Evaluation of the task with a questionnaire & group interviews:

Further already developed tasks address the modelling of air friction of falling paper cups and

resonance frequencies of bottles as well as the exploration of uncertainties of acceleration sensors.

Current work in progress:

• Development of further experimental tasks (other subject areas like

magnetism and optics, other equipment like 3D virtual reality)

• Piloting & middle-scale evaluation of the developed tasks (until 02/23)

• Finalizing the framework (until 07/22) & task characterization

• Investigating the conjunction between learning goals of labs and

the use of digital technologies from instructors’ & students’ points of

view (until 2024)

→ Dissemination of all materials on our project website (cf. QR code)

Goal: precise but simple

model for the frictional effects

at a slamming door

Method: data collection with a

gyroscope (smartphone, e.g.

with phyphox) → fitting the

data to choose the best model

depending on two criteria (high

R² & realistic values for the

parameters)
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a (D) 𝚫a b (S) 𝚫b c  (N) 𝚫c 𝝎𝟎 𝚫𝝎𝟎 R²

D 0,03988 8,23E-05 ≔0 - ≔0 - 0,36779 2,91E-04 0,99352

S ≔0 - 0,16282 2,43E-04 ≔0 - 0,38839 2,49E-04 0,99696

N ≔0 - ≔0 - 0,61788 0,00294 0,40702 9,42E-04 0,97326

DS 0,01581 1,94E-04 0,09892 7,93E-04 ≔0 - 0,38085 1,41E-04 0,9994

DN 0,0273 7,63E-05 ≔0 - 0,20251 0,00119 0,38246 1,14E-04 0,99966

SN ≔0 - 0,16282 2,43E-04 2,17E-17 ≈0 0,38839 2,49E-04 0,99696

DSN 0,0273 7,63E-05 1,92E-25 ≈0 0,20252 0,0012 0,38246 1,14E-04 0,99966

[Photo & idea based on 11]
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→ Materials (for students & instructors) were developed to transform this idea into a lab task!

Design principles for

experimental tasks in 

(digital) physics labs

General outline/ 

circumstances

Learning 

objectives

Task design

Target group

Necessary

equipment

Topic

…

Linking theory

to practice

Experimental skills

Digital competency

…

Integration in the

lab course

assessment

…

Delivery of the

instructions

Organizational form

Logical function

of the activity

…

Degree of

open inquiry

Frictional models & 

rotary motion

Physics (teacher) stu-

dents, 1.-2. semester

Smartphone (phyphox), 

computer (SciDaVis)

Scaffolding, no step-

by-step instructions

Individual group work

(2-3 students)

Exploring a phenome-

non, replication study

Written instructions

only with larger scope

Preparing task (reading

paper, testing software)

Creating a table

as a summary

Designing a replication

of a scientific paper

Fitting different models

using initial guesses

Digital data collection

& analysis

Focused experi-

mental activities

…

https://www.jyu.fi/digiphyslab
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Theory: nested models of dry (D~𝜔0), Stokes (S ~𝜔1 ) &

Newtonian friction (N~𝜔2) → solving the differential equation

𝑎 + 𝑏𝜔 + 𝑐𝜔2 = −𝐼 ሶ𝜔 for the frictional torque leads to

𝜔𝐷𝑆𝑁 𝑡 =
2𝜔0𝑐+𝑏−𝛾 tan 𝛾𝑡/2𝐼

2𝑐 1+ 2𝜔0𝑐+𝑏 tan 𝛾𝑡/2𝐼 /𝛾
−

𝑏

2𝑐
, 𝛾 = 4𝑎𝑐 − 𝑏2

→ by setting 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 as 0, seven nested models can be derived

Visit our project website!

→ Allows a characterization of developed tasks and works as a basis for designing new tasks!

Positively evaluated Negatively evaluated

Interesting, motivating, easily accessible Long & tough data analysis

Data collection with smartphone (phyphox) Focus too much on data analysis (not part of 

experimental process, distracting from content)

Formulating one’s own hypothesis & freedom Not enough freedom vs. wish for “debug list”

Experiment reduced reservations regarding 

use of digital technologies for data collection 

& analysis (at school)

Digital data collection leads to more data in 

comparison to advocated manually data 

collection/analysis (experiments gets complex)

Clearly written, understandable instructions 

with good structure and layout

Not enough time

→ Materials were improved based on the piloting results, e.g. by stating the learning

objectives more clearly, eliminating errors, and adding reflection questions.

Delivery/

implementation
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